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SUBJECT POSITION IN THE MIDDLE FIELD OF TECHNICAL GERMAN
Larry G. Childs
Weidner Communications Corporation
Erich Drach (4:12) begins his Grundgedanken der deutschen
Satzlehre with the thesis that foreigners learning German are
confronted with a IIconfused jumble of incomprehensible rules" for
determining word order in a German sentence. To prove his point he then
proceeds to list several such rules along with the numerous exceptions
for each rule. Included is the following passage on subject position:
'Inversion' is often the case; that is, the subject stands
immediately behind the predicate, and another sentence element is
placed before it. However the subject can also stand still further
back: Hundert Jahre hindurch wuchs um Dornr~schens SChl~ eine
dichte Heeke.
It is precisely when, and under what circumstances that the subject can
stand "still further back", Le. occupy a non-initial position in the
middle field, that I wish to explore in this paper. By studying
subject position in a small corpus of technical German, I have sought
at least the beginnings of answers to the questions: "How often is the
subject actually displaced from the initial position of the the middle
field?", ''What elements can come before the subject?", and ''What
determines when the subject is displaced?1I
The study was limited to technical German partially out of personal
interest (I work with this type of material as a translator), and
partially because it is an area which has largely been avoided by the
more traditional grammarians and linguists, but which may not be as far
removed from so-called "standard ll German as is commonly assumed, at
least in the area of syntax.
"Technical German" is of course a rather general term and can cover a
broad range of styles and subject material depending on how it is
defined. Not wishing to get bogged down in the fine points of
definition, however, I chose a group of texts already labeled as
"technical" by the IIInstitut fiir Kommunikationsforschung und Phonetik"
(7) in their large corpus of written German known as the LIMAS corpus.
I chose at random three technical texts from the corpus, each about
2000 words long, whose titles are: IIRegelung und Automatisierung von
Scherenlinien in Grobblechwalzwerken ll (source 88), "Schnelllaufende
Rotorenll(source 147), and IINotwendige Spalthohe"(source 150).
In order to examine subject position, I divided up each clause in the
texts according to whether the subject and/or other sentence elements
were present in the middle field. I use the term "middle field" here
in its present usage as "that portion of the sentence between the
conjugated verb or subordinating conjunction and any clause-final verb
forms ll (Connolly, 2: 1). It is actually part of a sentence
classification scheme based on verbal "brackets". The position of the
conjugated verb or dependent clause introducer is known as the first
bracket and the normal position of the verb(s) at or near the end of
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the clause is known as the second bracket. These brackets divide the
sentence into three "fields", the "forefield", "middle field" and
"after field", as is illustrated in figure a). The terminology and
examples in figure a) are based on those in the Duden-Grammatik
(6:622,623).

Fig. a)
Forefield
Peter
Gestern
,
(Mann),

First
Bracket
hat
hat

Middle
Field
seinem Vater
Peter seinem
Peter seinem
seinem Vater

d~

der

im Garten
Vater im Garten
Vater im Garten
im Garten

After
Second
Field
Bracket
geholfen.
geholfen.
geholfen hat.
hilft.

Each clause was then divided into one of four categories. The first
category was for clauses where the subject did not appear in the middle
field at all, and the second was for clauses where the subject was in
the middle field but was the only element in the middle field. These
types of clauses were not investigated further.
The third category was for clauses where the subject appeared as the
first element in the middle field and where there were also other
middle field elements which could conceivably be placed before the
subject. In some instances, it was highly questionable whether the
other elements could ever precede the subject, even in extreme cases of
stylistic emphasis, e.g. placing the reflexive pronoun sich before
a subject consisting of es or~. However in order to avoid
making a prejudgement about which elements could be permuted, these
questionable sentences were by and large left in this category.
Finally, the fourth category was for clauses where the subject appeared
in the middle field, but in non-initial position, i.e. there was at
least one element between the first bracket and the subject. This
category of course formed the bulk of material for the study.
Each of the clauses in the four categories was also labeled as to
whether it was an independent clause (I), subordinate clause (S), or
relative clause (R). Independent clauses are those where the the
conjugated verb is in the second position in the sentence (or first
position in some interrogatives). Subordinate clauses are those with
dependent word order, i.e. the conjugated verb is at or near the end of
the clause, and the clause is introduced by a subordinating element
such as a subordinating conjunction. Relative clauses are identical to
other subordinate clauses except that they are introduced by a relative
pronoun. They were counted separately from other subordinate clauses
because the relative pronoun, which is very often the subject, occupies
the position of the the first bracket, and therefore the subject is
often not in the middle field at all. Figure b) gives an overview of
the numbers of each type of clause in each text.
Fig. b)
TEXT A TEXT B TEXT C
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KEY:
I = independent clause, subject not in middle field
R = relative clause, subject not in middle field
IS = independent clause, subject only element in middle field
SS
subordinate clause, subject only element in middle field
RS = relative clause, subject only element in middle field
IE = independent clause, other elements in middle field
SE = subordinate clause, other elements in middle field
RE = relative clause, other elements in middle field
rES = independent clause, subject non-initial in middle field
SES = subordinate clause, subject non-initial in middle field
RES = relative clause, subject non-initial in middle field
A few conclusions can be drawn immediately from these figures, which
indicate the general trend for this type of text, even though the
corpus size is really too small for any valid detailed statistical
analysis. First of all, out of the total number of clauses,
approximately 59% of them have the subject in the middle field. In
other words, having the subject in the middle field is a fairly common
phenonomon, happening at least half of the time. As to one of the main
questions of the study, i.e. I~OW often is the subject in non-initial
position when it is in the middle field?", the answer is about 27% or
one quarter of the time.
Figure c) shows what types of words and phrases actually came before
the subject and how often. It also shows how often the same elements
occurred after the middle field subject in other clauses of the same
text. No attempt was made to categorize these words and phrases into
anything more than the most basic sentence element classes, i.e.
objects, prepositional phrases and adverbs, and even these were listed
by individual tokens. This was done in order to avoid any preconceived
notions about what constitutes a generalized sentence element, since
among different linguists there are several classification systems of
varying generality.
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One thing that is immediately evident from figure c) is that a good
many different words and phrases (22 in all) actually occurred at one
time or another before the subject in the middle field. It is also
evident that many of these words (including all of the adverbs)
occurred only once or twice in the whole text, thus making it
impossible to make any predictions about whether they typically precede
the subject.
However, a few prepositional phrases occurred frequently enough to
begin to make Some generalizations about them, although few if any
really clear cut patterns emerged. Durch and in, for example,
seem to occur only atypically before the subject, whereas far
preceded the subject in five out of seven instances.
Prepositional phrases with bei, on the other hand, were almost
equally positioned before and after the subject (15 occurrences before
and 14 after). Bei was also by far the most common element to
appear before the subject, making up nearly one quarter (24%) of the
total occurrences of elements appearing before the subject. Bei
before the subject also occurred significantly more often in
subordinate clauses than in any other type (12 times in subordinate, 3
times in independent and not at all in relative clauses). The
distribution of the other elements throughout the three types of
clauses seemed fairly random.
The reflexive pronoun sich (there were no instances of the first
person reflexive) also occurred fairly frequently in the texts (21
times) and occurred exactly twice as often before the subject (14) as
after it (7). Also, in six of the seven instances where sich
followed the subject, the subject was ~ or ~. The subject
was never ~ or ~ when sich preceded it. This indicates
a very strong tendency for the reflexive pronoun to be placed at the
beginning of the middle field unless the subject is also a pronoun.
And, indeed, proniminal subjects were never preceded by any other
elements.
To answer the final question, '~hat determines the displacement of the
subject?", I have turned to various existing theories of word order for
an answer. All of the linguistic works that I consulted dealt
exclusively with "standard" German as is evident from the examples
given in those works, and as has been specifically stated, at least by
Ulrich Engel. Thus, consulting these works also gives a way to compare
the technical German of the corpus with standard German.
Some linguists, such as James Marchand (8) and Ulrich Engel (5) have
approached the problem of syntax by constructing a "basic sequence" for
the order of the elements in a German sentence and then go into varying
detail to explain deviations from this order in actual sentences.
Engel has probably the most detailed theory with a basic sequence for
the middle field which contains 24 slots for different sentence
elements. Eleven of these slots are for ErgUnzungen, roughly
objects and other elements that can be said to be governed by the verb.
Of particular interest are the three slots for different types of
subjects: the pronominal subject, the "definite" subject, generally
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introduced by a definite article, and the "indefinite" subject,
generally introduced by an indefinite article or no article at all.
The other thirteen slots are for various classes of adverbial-type
elements known as, Angaben, which are not valence dependent but can
occur in virtually any sentence.
Engel's basic sequence has the pronominal and the definite subjects
coming before any adverbials at all, and the indefinite subject placed
after all adverbial elements except negative and modifying adverbials.
Pronominal objects come before the definite subject but after the
pronominal subject, which accurately predicts the position of the
reflexive pronoun object sich as well as pronominal subjects in the
corpus.
A comparison of the results of this study with the order of adverbials
postulated by Engel shows numerous exceptions, howe~er. There were one
or two indefinite subjects which were preceded by expected adverbials,
but the rest of the instances of subject displacement, nearly 25% of
all the occurrences of the subject in the middle field, were at
variance with the basic sequence.
Engel expects variation, although he never says how much is to be
expected, and is leery of frequency counts. (Marchand, with a similar,
but somewhat simpler basic sequence designed for pedagogical puposes
claims 95% accuracy with his.) Engel accounts for the variations by
appealing to the principle that elements of greater "informational
value" (Mitteilungswert) tend to be placed towards the end of the
middle field, and that in the case of adverbials, elements on the left
predicate (or determine) elements on the right. In fact, he claims
that his basic sequence has the order it does because, in general,
elements on the right in the sequence have greater informational value
than elements on the left.
These latter rules are remarkably similar to those of other,
particularly earlier, linguists who attempted to account for th e syntax
of the German sentence without placing such a detailed emphasis on a
"basic sequence". While each enumerated different influences, they all
agreed on certain basic principles. George Curme (3), for example,
speaks of subjects which are "heavy", "prominent", and/or "emphasized"
coming after "weak" and "light" and "unimportant" words.
Otto Behagel 0) posits a "powerful law" which states that the
"important comes later than the unimportant" as well as another law
which says in effect that elements on the left determine or
"differentiate" elements on the right. He also claims that word order
is also influenced by the "the law of growing members" ("Gesetz der
wachsenden Glieder"), a law which he discovered and which says that
where possible, the shorter member come before the longer one. There
were however numerous exceptions to this rule in the corpus studied,
e.g. "d~ anders als bei A. Stodola, selbst bei vorhandener au{!:erer und
fehlender innerer Dampfung unabhangig von der Gr~e der Drehmasse
oberhalb der Resonanz Instabilit~t und (selbst bei fehlender Drehmasse)
Stabilit~t auftreten kann."
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Finally, Erich Drach (4) expresses the idea that the less important
comes before the more important more strongly and in more detail than
almost anyone. He maintains that any attempt to predict the word order
of a German sentence on the basis of grammatical function (dative
object before accusative, etc.) will be plagued with exceptions and
lead to insoluble contradictions. To him the relative relationship
between the elements is the deciding factor. The primary influence on
the order of the middle field is, according to Drach, that the
"Sinnwort", the semantic key element, is placed as close as possible to
the end. That is naturally the most important spot because it is the
"last-heard" word that makes the deepest impression and stays with the
listener the longest.
The study shows, that while the basic sequence of Engel is right most
of the time, German word order is far from fixed and there is frequent,
significant deviation from his or any other basic sequence. Engel's
sequence is an accurate predicter of middle field pronoun position, for
example, but is unable to account satisfactorily for the position of
many adverbials, including bei phrases which occur just as often
before the subject as in their predicted spot after it. Even Engel,
when writing about the middle field, uses bei before the subject.
I feel, that while there are several major influences on middle field
position, these general principles which all the linguists held in
common are indeed the overriding factor. The less important elements
do tend to come firs t. Mos t of t he words and phrases which preceded
the subject in t he corpus seemed to be "setting the stage", delimiting
the situation by giving the background information in preparation for
the really important message, the new information of the sentence,
which was contained in the subject.
This principle is perhaps the best way to explain many subtle
var i ations in word order, such as why the prepositional phrases with
"bei" are in different positions relative to the subject in the
following two clauses both taken from text C: "d;/) bei besserer
Fil trierun g des thes kleine Spal thohen zugelasseri werden kann" and "d'f3
der Schwerpunkt des Druckfeldes bei steigender Neigung nach hinten
wandert". In the first clause, it could be postulated that the
author's main inten tion was to convey a message about the the subject,
"kleine Spalth-cShen", under certain conditions, whereas in the second
clause it is the condition itself that was uppermost in his mind.
In summary then, the displacement of the subject from the first
position in the middle field of technical German is fairly common. The
subject appears in the middle field about half the time, and is
displaced in about a quarter of those instances. In other words,
subject displacement occurs in about one out of every eight clauses.
There are many different words and phrases which can come before the
subject in these cases, and the real key to deciding what elements come
bef ore seems to be a semantic one. Finally, a comparison of subject
position in this small corpus with some traditional grammatical works
shows that the principles governing the word order of technical German
are essentiall y the same as those of standard German.
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